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Cover offensive to
Holocaust survivors

KRON’S VIEW

Recognising original
ownership of land

comparison the Holocaust, please look
at the definition of genocide according
to international law.
Our indigenous people were only
recognised as citizens in 1967, and the
statistics of life expectancy, health,
education, housing, employment, in
fact every indicator of quality of life,
fall way below that of other
Australians.
The one statistic that is higher for
indigenous Australians is incarceration. We have a long way to go before
they are treated with true equality
before the law and in terms of taxpayer dollars spent on providing basic
services to them. A lot of taxpayer
money has been thrown at the
“Aboriginal Problem”, (see the similarity in language?), but as with current
initiatives regarding housing for aborigines in the Northern Territory,
most of the money goes to white
bureaucrats.
To deny our original owners their
small token of recognition is to exploit
the white sense of entitlement to this
land and all of the resources within it,
and to give tacit approval to the ongoing dislocation, cultural destruction
and death by a thousand cuts of our
indigenous people.
William Cooper brought a group of
Aboriginal people to the German
embassy in 1938 to protest the
German treatment of its Jews. In his
honour, and because it is the right
thing to do, I ask all Jewish Australians
to acknowledge the first owners of the
land on which they stand, at every
public event.

GOOD point you make, Alan
Freedman (AJN 27/05). If the
Palestinians should make it a practice
to recognise the traditional owners of
the land of Israel, how more offensive
of the Baillieu Government to scrap
the practice of recognising Aboriginal
ownership of this land.
And relax, all those who were
swayed by Binyamin Netanyahu’s
reaction to Barack Obama’s speech. As
the foreign editor of The Australian,
Greg Sheridan said on ABC 774 radio,
the 1967 border has always been the
tacit starting point for negotiations
with the Palestinians and Mr
Netanyahu’s rebuttal was to appease
the ultra-right in his government.
HENRY HERZOG

St Kilda East, Vic

Misogynist’s triple
flight of fancy
ANTIPODEAN Anecdote (AJN
27/05) included the following:
“... a woman who doesn’t speak a
word of English and whose face looks
like it could do with a good ironing ...”;
“... as I changed into the [batik] shirt in
the airport toilet ... and inspected
myself in the mirror, there staring back
at me was a Jewish grandmother on a
cruise ship”; “...what I thought was cool
and culturally appropriate looked
more like a blouse, and one sported by
a woman of a certain age trying to
appear “with it”, and possibly on the
hunt for her third or fourth husband”.
In one short, supposedly humor-

HEATHER ABRAMSON

Caulfield, Vic

PAST TENSE

ous article about his trip back to
England, Zeddy Lawrence managed
to be offensively misogynistic three
times. Does he have a problem?
I’m a Jewish grandmother. I
wouldn’t be seen dead in batik or on a
cruise ship, and I couldn’t be bothered
to get the iron out for the wrinkles.
I’m also a Pom and my family and
friends are used to my “unfortunate
dress sense” and Oz accent. Get a
grip, Zeddy!
ROS COLLINS

Elwood, Vic

Back to ‘67 lines and
sharing Jerusalem
THE intransigence of the Israeli and
Palestinian leadership over the adoption of a two-state solution –
Palestine and Israel – is heartbreaking
to those of us who more than 40
years ago worked in the Left of politics to remind the world of an obligation to recognise Palestinian rights,
just as post-war Europe formally
accepted the freedom fighters who
created Israel and the flood of Jewish
refugees who left Europe for other
preferred homelands, including
Australia.
President Barack Obama deserves
huge credit for clearly pointing a
spotlight on a solution in an historic
tunnel of darkness – the recognition
of 1967 boundaries as a starting point
for negotiation, and the agreement by
Israel that Jerusalem must be a joint
capital, East and West, for Palestine
and Israel, a model which forcibly
worked for decades in Germany.
MICHAEL ROSS

Abbotsford, Vic

I NOTE that you have had correspondence from two readers over the
past two weeks concerning your publication of a full front-page photograph of Osama bin Laden (AJN
06/05).
I also wish to add my voice of disapproval, and note that there have, to
date, been no reactions expressed to
the contrary.
While I might understand that,
were it to be published at all, it would
have to have been in that particular
issue; however, to have felt the need
to do so in the very week that the
community was involved in honouring the sacred memory of the six million lost in the Shoah was insensitive
in the extreme.
In my opinion, the news of bin
Laden’s removal was broadcast
widely enough without the need for
the Jewish press to add to the sensationalism, and it would have been far
more relevant to have featured a
Holocaust theme on the front page
than featuring the face of a man who,
by association, could only add pain to
those for whom the memory of the
Holocaust is still a daily horror.
LEN MAHEMOFF

Vaucluse, NSW

At odds with
Torah teachings
WHAT Alex Greenwich and Roy
Freeman from Dayenu (AJN 20/05)
seem to have forgotten is that Judaism
is based on a belief that this world,
and everything in it, was created by
the one God. Furthermore, Judaism is
based on the laws as commanded by
God in his Torah. These Jewish laws
cannot be changed by civil laws or the
“Orthodox”.
Consequently, their attack, on
“Orthodox” Judaism is misdirected.
Their argument, more properly,
ought to be directed towards God. It
is his Torah law that they wish to
change.
JOE WEINSTEIN

Bondi, NSW

Manningham option
for house hunters
THE article “Racecourse land presents housing chance” (AJN 13/05) did
not consider strong Jewish population areas of Melbourne to include
suburbs such as Doncaster.
People wishing to enter the housing market and prepared to think
outside the square would do well to
include Manningham in their
calculations.
It is an area with a viable shul and
community centre, that has a range of
real estate options offering value,
quality of life, and proximity to
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USSR to help

PM Eshkol hopeful

Jordan “in”

UAR President Gamal Nasser declared
Egypt “ready to confront Israel” and “the
Soviet Union stands with us in this battle”.
Nasser told a group of members from
the National Assembly which had given
him full emergency powers in the build up
for a possible war: “We are not scared by
America and its threats. We are not scared
by the entire Western world and its alignment with Israel.”
In Cairo 25,000 people exhorted by
PLO leader Ahmed Shukeiry screamed for
war against Israel.

IN a speech in Jerusalem Premier Levi
Eshkol expressed confidence in the
army’s capacity to repulse any aggression
and pledged that his government would
act to secure not only the opening of the
Strait of Tiran but the withdrawal of the
Egyptian build up in Sinai.
He described the Egyptian blockade
as an “aggressive act” and reiterated
Israel’s right of self defence. Special
attention was paid to Eshkol’s declaration
wherein he said: “If necessary Israel
would know how to respond by force.”

JORDAN closed ranks with the rest of the
Arab world against Israel as King Hussein
on a whirlwind visit to Cairo signed a
mutual defence pact with UAR President
Gamal Nasser.
With the signing of the five-year agreement which Nasser said would “astonish
the world”, the ring of Arab steel surrounding Israel on three sides was snapped
firmly shut.

In favour of caning
A CONFERENCE of English headmasters

YOSSI ARON
overwhelmingly decided – by 500
votes to two – in favour of continuation
of caning. In these days of cheating,
lying, stealing, violence and pornography, asked one, what other measures are left to us when kindness and
other gently persuasive measures
fail?
A Jewish News editorial believed
that: “The question and the head
teachers’ decision bears uncanny
comparison with the lamentable
state of international affairs and
relations, particularly the Middle
East crisis.”
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Mount Scopus College, as well as an
easy drive to other parts of the Jewish
community.
DAVID TOFLER

Doncaster, Vic

Book ban casts pall
on Scottish council
AS a Scots-Australian I have never
been ashamed of being a Scot — quite
the reverse. But I will admit that when
I read that West Dunbartonshire
Council has banned from its libraries
all new books by Israeli authors and
all books printed or published in
Israel I felt deeply shamed.
The books of the “People of the
Book” it would seem are no longer fit
to be shelved alongside books from
the other nations in the world – all of
which, we must assume, are seen as
being pristine paragons of democracy
and freedom.
Responding to this hideous and
immoral boycott, Israel’s Ambassador
to the UK Ron Prosor stated that “a
place that boycotts books is not far
from a place that burns them”.
European Jewish Congress president Moshe Kantor went further, calling the banning of Israeli books and
the marking of Israeli products in
Scotland “eerily reminiscent of darker
times, and perhaps there is a level of
hatred that connects them. While
those behind the boycott will claim
that this is not anti-Semitic, targeting
the only Jewish state, a democracy,
while ignoring serial human rightsabusing nations, tells us that this is
indeed anti-Semitic in intent and in
effect.
“This demonstrates how far
‘respectable anti-Semitism’ has come.
Clearly it has become acceptable to
boycott and discriminate against
Jews, as long as there is a thin veneer
of anti-Zionism which purportedly
covers the hateful act.”
Kantor called on Scotland and
indeed Britain as a whole to pronounce the boycott illegal.
In its long, turbulent and often
violent history, Scotland has never
been shamed by a pogrom against
Jews nor by a single instance of antiSemitic legislation — I fear this boycott of Israel breaks with this
tradition.
DR BILL ANDERSON

Surrey Hills, Vic

Clarification
THE AJN wishes to clarify that Masada
College principal Wendy Barel wrote a
statement about the school's policy
on youth movement canvassing in
response to a request from an AJN
journalist. That response was received
after the news deadline, so the decision was made by The AJN to print it
as a letter to the editor. It was not
Barel's intention for the statement to
appear on the letters page.

